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Abstract—A directional modulation (DM) technique using a
phased array to produce the modulation is presented. By phase
shifting each element correctly, the desired amplitude and phase
of each symbol in a digital modulation scheme can be produced
in a given direction with data rates determined by the switching
speed of the phase shifters. Because this signal is direction-depen-
dent, the technique offers security, as the signal can be purposely
distorted in other directions. DM also enables an array to send
independent data in multiple directions. When using an array
with driven elements, the phase shifts can be determined from
simple calculations rather than time-consuming simulations or
measurements. Mathematical analysis and experimental results
are presented.

Index Terms—Digital modulation, directional modulation, ge-
netic algorithm, phase-shift keying (PSK), phased array.

I. INTRODUCTION

A PHASED array is advantageous for secure transmission
because it reinforces the radiation pattern in the direction

of the desired receiver while suppressing the pattern in most of
the other directions. However, in conventional array transmis-
sion, the same information is still transmitted in undesired direc-
tions through sidelobes, and that information can be recovered
with a sufficiently sensitive receiver. In an effort to lower side-
lobes and provide more secure communication, past research
has explored time-modulation in arrays. While conventional ar-
rays have static element phase shifts and weighting, time-mod-
ulated arrays exploit an additional degree of freedom, time, in
order to increase performance.

Research into time-modulated arrays has explored periodic
switching of elements to mimic a static amplitude taper or a
synthetic Doppler shift in order to achieve lower sidelobe levels
[1]–[3]. More recent work has utilized differential evolution and
genetic algorithms for pattern synthesis in time-modulated ar-
rays [4], [5]. Instead of switching elements simply for radia-
tion pattern synthesis, techniques have been proposed to syn-
thesize a digital signal by switching array elements, along with
the radiation pattern. These techniques can be used to deliver
simple on-off keying [6], frequency shift keying [7], pulse-po-
sition modulation [8], or amplitude- and phase-based modula-
tions [9], [10].

These schemes have the added benefit of directional-depen-
dence. For instance, in [9], a continuous wave (CW) signal is
modulated by an antenna composed of a single driven element
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with multiple switched parasitic elements. The driven element
in this case was a dipole, and the states of many switches on
the parasitic elements were set using a trial-and-error basis to
actively change the amplitude and the phase of the signal in
a desired direction, enabling distinct modulation constellation
points that could be decoded by an intended receiver. At the
same time, these switch configurations produce different signal
characteristics in the undesired directions simply by virtue of the
nature of the resulting antenna pattern. Since the constellation
points in these undesired directions do not maintain their po-
sitions relative to each other, constellations can be created that
are very difficult to demodulate in the presence of noise. In this
way, the modulation is directional.

The parasitic array in [9] is not the only possible implemen-
tation of a directional modulation (DM) transmitter. Using an
array with every element driven with the same CW signal, DM
can be implemented by changing only the element weights. A
diagram of a DM transmitter using phase shifters as the means
of changing element weights is shown in Fig. 1, juxtaposed with
a traditional phased array transmitter. The advantage of using an
array of driven elements, as opposed to a parasitic array, is that
the element weights necessary to synthesize a digital symbol
can be found via simple calculation if the active element pat-
terns are known. The active element patterns can be simulated or
measured once and used for all subsequent calculations. On the
other hand, it is not clear without a separate simulation or mea-
surement how a certain combination of parasitics will change
the radiation in a parasitic array. For this reason, a phased array
with driven elements will be shown to be an effective and flex-
ible DM transmitter.

For the very first time, a DM transmitter will be demonstrated
using driven elements and an efficient algorithm for achieving
digital modulations will be described. Furthermore, the security
aspect of DM will be concretely measured using a bit error rate
(BER) approach and multidirectional communication using DM
will be demonstrated. A simple example illustrating the security
aspect of DM is detailed in Section II. Next, Section III explains
the mathematical background behind DM. Section IV gives the
design steps to create a DM transmitter to send independent data
in two different directions. Finally, Section V presents two ex-
amples illustrating the security aspect of DM.

II. DIRECTIONAL MODULATION EXAMPLE

This example illustrates how the additional degrees of
freedom of DM provide increased security. Consider a two-el-
ement array shown in Figs. 2 and 3 with an intended receiver
(“Intended Rx”) at broadside to the array and another undesired
receiver (“Undesired Rx”) at some direction. Fig. 2 is a block
diagram of a traditional phased array transmitting, while Fig. 3
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Fig. 1. Traditional array transmitter (top) and one implementation of a DM
transmitter using phase shifters (bottom).

Fig. 2. Example of BPSK using a traditional array transmission scheme.

shows a phased array DM transmitter. Binary phase-shift
keying (BPSK) modulation will be used by both transmitters.

In Figs. 2 and 3, there is 30 of extra path length at the car-
rier frequency from the left element to the undesired receiver
relative to the right element. The simplified traditional means of
sending BPSK is to multiply either a or with the carrier
frequency. The baseband modulation block in Fig. 2 provides
the and this is mixed with the carrier from the block in
Fig. 2.

The voltage phasors representing the transmitted fields from
each antenna are shown in Fig. 2 at both the intended and un-
desired receivers. The voltages are a function of the element
radiation patterns, which for this example are assumed to be
isotropic, and the relative phases introduced by the path from
the transmitter to receiver.

Fig. 3. Example of BPSK transmission using DM.

In the traditional array case, the intended receiver sees
when the transmitter sends a “1” and when the trans-
mitter sends a “0”. The undesired receiver also sees
when the transmitter sends a “1” and when the
transmitter sends a “0”. The difference in amplitude at the
undesired receiver owes to the extra 30 in path length from the
left element relative to the right element. But these symbols still
carry a 180 phase difference between a transmitted “1” and
“0”. If the undesired receiver can successfully demodulate the
attenuated symbols, it can receive all of the same information
that the intended receiver received.

The situation is different with DM presented in Fig. 3. The
same two-element array is used, but this time there are two ideal
phase shifters fed by the same carrier signal . The phases are
chosen so that the intended receiver sees a 180 phase difference
when a “1” is sent versus a “0”. In order to send a “1”, the phase
shifter for the left element is set to 284 and the phase shifter for
the right element is set to 140 . To send a “0”, the phase shifter
for the left element is set to 110 and the phase shifter for the
right element is set to 314 . When a “1” is sent, the intended
receiver sees a voltage of , while it sees a voltage of

when a “0” is sent. Assuming the lower signal strength
is still sufficient, the phase difference is still the desired 180
and thus the signal can be demodulated.

The undesired receiver in Fig. 3 sees something entirely
different. When a “1” is sent, the undesired receiver sees

, while it receives when a “0” is sent.
The undesired receiver receives no information. This is the
essence of the security aspect of DM. A signal becomes dis-
torted in both amplitude and phase off of the desired transmit
direction. The distortion is a consequence of the fact that the
modulation is produced by the array rather than at baseband.
This distortion of both magnitude and phase does not occur in
traditional array transmission.

The distortion caused by DM can also be understood from a
channel-centric perspective. Traditionally, a signal is modulated
in baseband and then upconverted to RF and passed through a
fixed channel that includes phase shifters, antenna elements, and
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the propagation environment. DM, in contrast, passes a fixed
signal through the channel and it is the channel that is actually
modulated. In this case, the phase shifters provide the modula-
tion, but the antenna elements could have provided the modula-
tion such as in [9], [10]. When phase shifters are changed, the
channel transfer function changes differently for different direc-
tions. This allows a DM signal to be distorted in undesired di-
rections or to send multiple independent signals simultaneously.

An undesired receiver also could have been denied any infor-
mation if a null were steered in its direction. Methods of null
steering for arrays are well-known [11], [12]. But if the loca-
tion of the desired receiver is not known, it is impossible for an
array to steer nulls in every undesired transmit direction because
of the presence of sidelobes. It will be shown in Section V that
DM can create distortion in almost every undesired transmit di-
rection even if sidelobes exist, and this method prevents eaves-
dropping even without knowledge of the location of undesired
receivers.

III. PHASED ARRAY THEORY

In this section, we assemble basic beamforming equations
in a format that allows direct use by genetic algorithms. This
formulation also helps provide a clear linkage between radiation
pattern synthesis and digital symbol synthesis. From [13], we
can express the radiation pattern of an arbitrarily-spaced three-
dimensional array of elements as

(1)

where is the active element pattern of element , and

(2)

is the location of element and is the wavelength
at the carrier frequency. The radiation pattern in (1) can be made
time-varying by adding excitations to each element

(3)

For a specific time and direction is a com-
plex digital symbol with a magnitude and a phase that can be
viewed as a constellation point on the real-imaginary coordi-
nate system. If line-of-sight (LOS) communication is used and

the array transmits in directions, then for each symbol period,
symbols are synthesized simultaneously. Equation (4) shows

how the excitations can be found to produce these symbols at
time . Equation (4), at the bottom of the page, is solved by ma-
trix inversion to find the element excitations to produce a set of
symbols. This assumes the magnitudes of the weights may vary.
In the phased array considered in this present work, only the
phase may vary and the magnitudes must be unity. Hence, an al-
gorithm must be used to optimize the weights since they can no
longer be solved directly because of this constraint. Section IV.B
gives a genetic algorithm used to solve for communication si-
multaneously in two directions.

It is important to note that (4) only takes into account the
goal of transmitting independent signals in directions, and
neglects purposely distorting the signal everywhere else. The
signal will be automatically distorted by virtue of its direction-
dependence, but there is no way with (4) alone to specify the
amount of distortion in each direction. Section V.A discusses
how element weights can be found that purposely distort the
signal in all undesired transmit directions.

Finally, all examples in this work assume LOS communica-
tion between the transmitter and each receiver. For non-line-of-
sight communication, the array matrix in (4) can be replaced
with a channel matrix, and the product gives digital symbols
at locations instead of directions. Let be the complex
symbol at location . Let be the channel tap from ele-
ment to the receiver at . The channel tap is a summation of all
paths between element and the receiver at . The same anal-
ysis can now be conducted in a multipath environment, using
the following equation

...
...

. . .
...

... (5)

If the time-separation of the multipath is longer than the symbol
time (so there is intersymbol interference) then a more compli-
cated analysis than (5) is required.

The next two sections detail procedures for finding the ele-
ment weights in (4) to make possible multidirectional and se-
cure communication using only phase shifters in the transmit
array.

IV. MULTIDIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATION

In this section, measured active element patterns of a four-el-
ement array are used to demonstrate independent QPSK trans-
missions toward a receiver at from broadside and one at

from broadside. Just as with the DM transmitter in Fig. 1,

...
...

. . .
...

... (4)
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Fig. 4. Four-element linear patch array transmitting at 7 GHz.

a CW signal is fed into each element and the modulation is im-
plemented by phase shifters. Simulated radiation patterns and
modulations from the measured element pattern data are gen-
erated, assuming lossless, continuous phase shifters. The mea-
surement of the active element patterns is explained first, fol-
lowed by an explanation of the genetic algorithm used to find
suitable sets of phase shifts, and finally, the calculated results.

A. Active Element Patterns

The active element pattern (or scan element pattern) is the ra-
diation pattern of a single element when it is located in an array
[14], [15]. It is different than the isolated element pattern due to
mutual coupling between array elements and surface wave loss,
and it is necessary to include these effects so that digital modu-
lation magnitudes and phases are precise.

The antenna array to be measured for all calculations in this
paper is a four-element linear array of microstrip patches, shown
in Fig. 4. The operating frequency is 7 GHz, and all elements
are spaced one-half of a wavelength apart. At the operating fre-
quency, the return loss of all elements is greater than 12 dB. All
patterns are taken in the azimuthal plane and E-plane
polarization is used with the plane of the array in the plane.

The active element pattern of each element in the array is
measured with all other elements terminated in 50 . Because
Maxwell’s equations are linear, the total radiation pattern of the
array is the superposition of the active element patterns [13].
This is confirmed in Fig. 5, in which the radiation pattern when
all elements are uniformly driven is compared to the summation
of the four active element patterns, for azimuthal angles
from to corresponding to the half plane in front of
the array. As expected, there is good agreement meaning that
the active element patterns can be used for precise calculations.

B. Optimization for Specific Symbols

An efficient optimization algorithm for DM to determine the
phase shifts necessary to implement a digital modulation is pre-
sented. A genetic algorithm (GA) was chosen for this appli-
cation because GAs have been used numerous times for array
pattern synthesis, including nulling [12] and sidelobe reduc-
tion [16], [17]. In the scenario chosen, we are communicating
in two different directions using a modulation with four sym-
bols (QPSK), thus sixteen different sets of phase shifts must be
generated. Each of these sixteen pairs of symbols can be found
through the same optimization procedure.

Fig. 5. Normalized magnitude and phase of the measured radiation pattern
when all elements are driven (together) and the pattern predicted by the sum-
mation of the active element patterns (separate).

The GA attempts to minimize a cost function that is the sum
of the square magnitudes between the desired constellation
points and the transmitted points on a constellation diagram.
Assume there are desired constellation points (at different
transmit directions). The desired modulation symbol in the
th direction is given by and the calculated

modulation symbol from the current set of phase shifts is given
by . The cost function is defined as

(6)

We will denote the variables to be optimized (the phase shifts) as
for the th element. The excitations are forced have magnitude

equal to one by

(7)

Members of the population are sets of four phase angles , one
for each element. The population size was set to four, with chil-
dren formed from random crossover of the two best members.

C. Calculated Results

The resulting digital symbols and radiation patterns from the
output of the GA are shown next. For the sake for brevity, only
four of the sixteen possible pairs of symbols of these will be
shown in Table I and Figs. 6 and 7. The desired constellation
points, along with the phase shifts that produce them, are speci-
fied in Table I by their angle, i.e., 45 refers to the constellation
point in the upper right quadrant.

As evident in Fig. 6, the GA does well at finding phase shifts
that produce the desired phases while keeping all amplitudes
approximately the same, as all constellation points are approxi-
mately the same distance from the origin. Fig. 7 shows the radi-
ation patterns for each of the four phase combinations in Table I.
Note that the radiation patterns of the array configured to send
symbols in these two directions do not necessarily result in tra-
ditional beamforming in these directions.

V. DIRECTIONAL MODULATION FOR SECURITY

Although DM provides inherent distortion in a signal as a
function of direction, it is more desirable from a security aspect
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Fig. 6. Calculated QPSK constellation points at��� (circle) and��� (star)
from broadside.

Fig. 7. Normalized radiation patterns when phased to create the symbols shown
in Fig. 6.

TABLE I
PHASE SHIFTS TO PRODUCE QPSK SYMBOLS SIMULTANEOUSLY IN TWO

DIRECTIONS

to be able to maximize or minimize the BER in each direction.
As a top layer of security, ideally all desired receivers should
demodulate a signal with no bit errors while all eavesdroppers
should demodulate a signal with as many bit errors as possible.
Section V.A explains the necessary changes to the GA and how
the resulting BERs were calculated. Then Sections V.B and V.C
give two examples when the desired receiver is at transmit array
broadside and away from broadside.

A. Optimization for BER

The only change necessary to the GA from Section IV.B in-
volves the cost function. Let be the set of directions in which

low BER is desired, be the set of directions in which high
BER is desired, and be weights chosen based on the
importance of the BER in certain directions, and and

represent transmit directions. Instead of (6), a new cost
function is given as follows:

(8)

The BER is a function of the noise power (assumed to be equal
in all directions) and the received constellation, assuming both
the desired receivers and eavesdroppers have perfect knowledge
of the channel and thus also knowledge of the received constel-
lation diagrams.

How BER is calculated is described next. DM creates arbi-
trary four-point (4-ary) constellations rather than square QPSK
constellations. Because the BERs of these constellations must
be repeatedly calculated as part of the GA, it is desirable to have
a closed-form expression of BER. While methods have been
found to determine closed-form expressions for arbitrary con-
stellations [18]–[20], these methods are complicated and instead
a simple bound similar to the nearest-neighbor approximation
[21] is used. The nearest-neighbor approximation states that the
probability of symbol error can be approximated by the distance
of the two closest constellation points

(9)

where is the Euclidean distance between the two closest con-
stellation points, is the noise power spectral density, and

is the complementary Gaussian error function. This as-
sumes that there is only one closest point or one nearest neighbor
to each point, which is a valid assumption for the 4-ary con-
stellations considered here. Next, the bound can be made more
precise by considering the probability of symbol error of each
constellation point separately. Let be the minimum Euclidean
distance from point to any other constellation point. Then, as-
suming all four constellation points are equally likely, the prob-
ability of symbol error is given by

(10)

Finally, by Gray coding, we can approximate the probability
of bit error as half the probability of symbol error for a 4-ary
constellation [21]. The final expression for a lower bound on
BER is given by

(11)

This expression was used in the GA to evaluate the cost function
in (8). It will be shown in Sections V.B and V.C that this bound
closely predicts the simulated BERs.
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Fig. 8. BER when desired receiver is at broadside for the traditional array
(Trad.), the DM array lower bound (LB), and DM simulated BER (Sim).

B. Secure Communication to Broadside

DM can achieve a low BER in a narrow beamwidth toward a
desired receiver and still enforce a high BER in other directions.
The GA was used to find phase shifts that give a low BER in a
10 beamwidth around broadside and a high BER to all other an-
gles in the half-plane from to . The resulting BERs
given by the lower bound in (11) and by simulation are shown
in Fig. 8. In simulations, up to 200 million random bits were
transmitted per angle (1 increments) and white Gaussian noise
was added to the signal. There is good agreement with the the-
oretical lower bound and simulation.

Also shown in Fig. 8 is the BER from a traditional array trans-
mitter phased to broadside. This BER is a function of amplitude
of the radiation pattern. The expression for the probability of bit
error for a traditional QPSK modulation is given by [22]

(12)

The energy per bit in QPSK, , is equal to half the symbol
energy, . is found by taking the square magnitude of
the radiation pattern in the direction of interest. The largest
magnitude radiation pattern at broadside is produced by the
traditional transmitter when all four elements are in phase. This
creates a much lower BER at broadside for the traditional array
than for the DM array. In order to fairly compare the BER levels
in the sidelobe regions, the power of the traditional array was
reduced until the BER was the same at broadside as the DM
array, while the noise power is kept the same for both trans-
mitters. This means that the traditional array achieves the same
low BER toward the desired receiver as the DM array, without
spending more power than necessary, which would increase
sidelobe power as well as mainlobe power. In this manner, the
security in the undesired directions can be compared while
the arrays have the same performance in the desired direction.
The broadside radiation pattern of the traditional transmitter is
shown in Fig. 9, along with radiation patterns created by the
four sets of phases of the DM transmitter.

The traditional array and the DM array have the same order
of magnitude of BER in the directions away from broadside, but

Fig. 9. Normalized radiation patterns when phased to give low BER toward
broadside and high BER everywhere else. DM 1 through DM 4 are the radiation
patterns when the four different DM constellation points are sent. Also shown
is the relative magnitude of the radiation pattern of the traditional array (all
elements in-phase) to achieve the same BER toward broadside.

the DM array has a narrower beamwidth in which the BER be-
comes very low. Thus, at some angles such as , the BER
of the DM array is several orders of magnitude higher than the
BER of the traditional transmitter. While a uniformly fed array
has the narrowest possible pattern beamwidth, the DM trans-
mitter has a narrower BER beamwidth due to the fact that it has
more freedom to alter constellations.

This extra degree of freedom in altering constellation phase is
evident when comparing received constellations at . Both
arrays achieve about the same high BER (0.2) in this direction.
But the signal magnitude of the traditional array in this direc-
tion is clearly lower than several of the DM constellation point
magnitudes by as much as 13 dB, as can be seen in Fig. 9. Yet,
even with this larger signal power, the DM array still manages
to keep the BER high. The reason for this can be seen from
Fig. 10. The two DM points that have large magnitudes also
are very close together in phase, while the other two points have
very small magnitudes. Thus, it is difficult for a receiver to dis-
tinguish between either pair of points in the presence of noise.
The traditional array is able to achieve a low signal magnitude
in this direction, but the constellation is still separated as much
as possible given that amplitude, providing an opportunity for
undesired eavesdropping.

C. Secure Communication to

DM also has advantages over a traditional array when steered
away from broadside. Fig. 11 shows the radiation patterns for
both transmitters when the desired receiver is at from
broadside. The traditional array faces the effects of broadening
of the mainlobe and higher sidelobe levels when it is steered
away from broadside.

These effects manifest themselves in the BER of the tradi-
tional transmitter, shown in Fig. 12. Compared to the DM array,
the traditional array has a wider BER beamwidth around the de-
sired direction and the sidelobes cause regions of lower BER
in undesired directions. The DM BER has the same narrow
beamwidth over which lower BER is transmitted as in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10. Constellation diagrams at ��� from broadside for the traditional
array and the DM array. While the magnitude of the traditional array’s con-
stellation is decreased, it is still able to be decoded, while the DM constellation
is, in essence, scrambled.

Fig. 11. Normalized radiation patterns when phased to give low BER toward
��� and high BER everywhere else. DM 1 through DM 4 are the resulting
radiation patterns when the four different DM constellation points are sent. Also
shown is the relative magnitude of the radiation pattern of the traditional array
(phased to ��� ) to achieve the same BER toward ��� .

Fig. 12. BER when desired receiver is at ��� shown for traditional array
(Trad.), the lower bound of the DM array (LB) and DM simulated BER (Sim).

It also smoothes out sidelobes, displaying a relatively constant
high BER in the undesired transmission directions.

VI. CONCLUSION

A DM technique has been demonstrated using arrays with
driven elements. Unlike previous work similar to DM that used

parasitic arrays, using driven elements only requires measure-
ments or simulations for each of the active element patterns in-
stead of every single combination of switch states. Thus, the
number of measurements increases linearly with the size of an
array instead of exponentially. After these element patterns are
known, an efficient GA was shown to either find the phases for
transmitting in multiple directions simultaneously or to distort a
constellation in all directions except that of the desired receiver.
The DM array had a narrower BER beamwidth compared to a
traditional array when both were steered toward broadside. Un-
like the traditional array, the DM array’s BER beamwidth did
not broaden when it was steered away from broadside. The di-
rectional manipulation of constellation points is possible with
DM because the modulation is created at the antenna element
level. This is in contrast to a traditional phased array in which
the modulation is created at baseband and the same copy sent
on each antenna element.

Future work includes the design of reconfigurable antenna
elements that can replace the phase shifters in a DM array. Other
work includes the study of the transient effects of switching on
the digital signal and the inclusion of the crosspolar fields as
part of the DM.
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